
Battles of the Texas Revolution
Who Writes History?        

Hook Exercise (Accommodated)
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History is written by

Whoever wins the war!

Historically, the victor would hire scribes 
or writers who would show the victor in a 
positive light.
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The Study of History
How does one study history?
• The only way we can do history is to 

examine the available records from 
the past and then write about them. 

• So, doing history means writing 
history.
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Can history be viewed as biased or 
misleading?

That’s not history. That is Propaganda!

Can History be Misleading?



What is Propaganda?
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Propaganda: 
Something that Is Purposefully Biased

When information is presented, especially of a 
biased or misleading nature, used to promote 
or publicize a particular political cause or point 
of view.
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Let’s examine a piece of history
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The Dawn at the Alamo

Dawn at the Alamo, Prints and Photographs Collection, Archives and Information Services Division, Texas State 
Library and Archives Commission. Retrieved from https://www.tsl.texas.gov/mcardle/paintings/alamo-big.html https://education.texashistory.unt.edu

https://www.tsl.texas.gov/mcardle/paintings/alamo-big.html


William B. Travis

Dawn at the Alamo, Prints and Photographs Collection, Archives and Information Services Division, Texas State 
Library and Archives Commission. Retrieved from https://www.tsl.texas.gov/mcardle/paintings/alamo-big.html https://education.texashistory.unt.edu

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The most significant change from the 1875 version was in the role of William B. Travis. In the second Dawn at the Alamo, McArdle greatly enhanced the physical size of Travis to make him the dominant figure in the painting.Questions and characters to consider –Notice Travis, what does this image represent?Notice the faces of the Mexican soldiers.  How does the artist depict their faces?How does this image portray the Texans?How does this image portray the Mexican soldiers?Do you think this painting contains any bias?  Explain.

https://www.tsl.texas.gov/mcardle/paintings/alamo-big.html


David Crockett

Dawn at the Alamo, Prints and Photographs Collection, Archives and Information Services Division, Texas State 
Library and Archives Commission. Retrieved from https://www.tsl.texas.gov/mcardle/paintings/alamo-big.html https://education.texashistory.unt.edu

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
David Crockett rushes into the fray, though not wearing his trademark coonskin cap and buckskins as in the 1875 version.Questions and characters to consider –Notice Crockett, does he look old or young?  Is this correct?Notice the faces of the Mexican soldiers.  How does the artist depict their faces?How does this image portray the Texans?How does this image portray the Mexican soldiers?Do you think this painting contains any bias?  Explain.

https://www.tsl.texas.gov/mcardle/paintings/alamo-big.html


Jim Bowie

Dawn at the Alamo, Prints and Photographs Collection, Archives and Information Services Division, Texas State 
Library and Archives Commission. Retrieved from https://www.tsl.texas.gov/mcardle/paintings/alamo-big.html https://education.texashistory.unt.edu

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
On the lower left, Jim Bowie can be found rising from his sick bed to use his famed knife.

https://www.tsl.texas.gov/mcardle/paintings/alamo-big.html


Is there bias in this painting?

Dawn at the Alamo, Prints and Photographs Collection, Archives and Information Services Division, Texas State 
Library and Archives Commission. Retrieved from https://www.tsl.texas.gov/mcardle/paintings/alamo-big.html https://education.texashistory.unt.edu

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Do you think this painting contains any bias?  Explain.Henry Arthur McArdle sensationalized the conflict at the Alamo by depicting the Texans in heroic gestures and bathing them in light, in contrast representing the Mexicans soldiers as little more than caricatures. Questions and characters to consider –Notice the flag.  Is this the correct flag?What else do you see?  How does this image portray the Texans?How does this image portray the Mexican soldiers?Do you think this painting contains any bias?  Explain.

https://www.tsl.texas.gov/mcardle/paintings/alamo-big.html


The Fall of the Alamo

Fall of the Alamo. 1903. Onderdonk, Robert J. Retrieved from 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:FalloftheAlamo.jpg https://education.texashistory.unt.edu

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The Alamo San Antonio Texas Fall of the Alamo 1903 by Robert Jenkins OnderdonkQuestions and characters to consider –Notice the flag.  Is this the correct flag?Notice the expressions of the Texans.  What expression do you see?How does this image portray the Texans?How does this image portray the Mexican soldiers?Do you think this painting contains any bias?  Explain.

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:FalloftheAlamo.jpg


Surrender of Santa Anna

Surrender of Santa Anna. 1886. William Henry Huddle, oil on canvas.
Capitol Historical Artifact Collection, State Preservation Board. Retrieved from 
https://tspb.texas.gov/prop/tc/tc-collection/artwork/index.html

https://education.texashistory.unt.edu

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
William H. HuddleThe Surrender of Santa Anna (1886) to commemorate the fiftieth anniversary of the battle of San Jacinto, and the painting has attained the stature of an icon of Texas history. Huddle completed it within a year of its conception, researching and painting its component parts as discrete entities before assembling them into a finished whole.Questions and characters to consider –Notice the rope.  Why is that in this image?Notice the expressions of the Texans.  What expression do you see?How does this image portray the Texans?How does this image portray the Mexican soldiers?Do you think this painting contains any bias?  Explain.

https://tspb.texas.gov/prop/tc/tc-collection/artwork/index.html
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